Maggie Griffin, owner and principal designer at Maggie Griffin Design, established her eponymous firm almost a decade ago. Joining the team along the way, Grace Brackman and Havolynne Saxon, both associate designers at Maggie Griffin Design, share a love for fun, classic, comfortable, stylish spaces. Over the years, they've cultivated an expansive client list spanning from North Georgia, to Maggie’s roots in Middle and South Georgia, into the Carolinas, to Alabama, and Florida. Their inherent passion for creating homes is evident in every detail, with nods to their southern heritage, inclusion of contemporary art, traditional rugs, and classics mixed with modern touches.

Adding Jennifer Terry’s expertise in antique rugs and reproduction ceramics was a natural fit for the Maggie Griffin Design studio, along with the well-curated gallery helmed by Caroline Nix. Together, the designers of MGD, Looms & Lighting, and Caroline Nix Gallery, enjoy the esteemed opportunity of working with fabulous clients on small interiors projects, large scale renovations, and from-the-ground-up new builds. Utilizing their adorable design studio in Gainesville, Georgia as a space to foster client relationships, gather for team meetings, and gleaning original artwork as well as one-of-a-kind rugs and ceramics. The team has been featured in Cottage Living, HOME: Living in North Georgia, Lake Oconee Living, Schumacher’s THE BULLETIN, StyleBluePrint, Ballard Designs: How To Decorate podcast, and Style Me Pretty. Follow along on their fun journey @carolinenixgallery @loomsandlighting @havolynnesaxondesign @gracebrackmandesign @maggiegriffinndesign
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